Parking
Disabled Spots: (b)          Medical Spots: (a)

TAPS Van Drop-off
(1) Oakes Circle Stop

Lecture Halls
Name           Accessibility Notes
Oakes 105      There isn’t much room at the top of the hall for wheelchairs and the accessible ramp to the base of the hall currently exceeds maximum slope limits set down by ADA guidelines.

Classrooms
Name           Accessibility Notes
Oakes 101-103  ** These small classrooms tend to have a variable number of seats/desks in arrangements that can and do change daily. Either arriving early to stake out a spot, or making arrangements to have a seat regularly reserved tend to be the most successful strategies when it comes to these rooms. **
Oakes 106
Oakes 222

Elevator Hours
Oakes Administration elevator operates M-F 7 am to 6 pm; off weekends